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When we speak of DIY wedding invitations, we may always think that the scheme are only for those
who are on a budget. Actually , if you choose to do your wedding cards yourself , you could really
save a amount of money. You know, holding a wedding ceremony need you prepare a quantity of
cards ,that include the invitations, save the date cards , place cards ,thank you cards and so on. All
those cards may dig your pocket down. There is also another advantage of DIY cards namely its
unique design. If you buy wedding cards from boutique or online store, those cards may be beautiful
in its design ,but you may find others using the same style of wedding invitations! So the DIY cards
would ensure you an unique memory of both you and the esteemed guests. Now this article is trying
to tell you something about DIY wedding cards.

Before you start, please remember that do your wedding cards yourself may be a difficult and time
consuming thing because that you are not specialized in design and you may not have any
experience in designing an artwork .But remember thatâ€™s the only way you must pass if you want to
scheme out ideal wedding invitations. Of course ,there are various template available online ,you
could refer to all those successful template ! You could also ask those friends around you for useful
suggestions .

Now, letâ€™s start! The first thing you need to know is that keeping things simple. The simple, the
better.  You know, you shouldnâ€™t make something too big or complex, because intricate design in
detail may not come up with the ideal effect. On the contrary , simple design would refresh your
eyes and strength the information you want to convey without any dazzled feeling. For example,
black calligraphy setting off to the white background could give you a comfortable feeling and vivid
color matching will never looks out of fashion in any occasion.

Then pay attention to the font. You know ,the glamour of wedding invitation lies not only in its design
but also the font you print on the card. For the text ,it could be a simple or a more romantic font.
Here , the later is suggested on account of the romantic font could better foil the atmosphere at the
special occasion. There are various artistic font you could find for the wedding cards, write them
with your hand or take advantage of printer depend on your interest! But remember , the minimum
standard for the font is that they should be legible, or that may cause some difficulty in learning the
associated information.

Third, making full use of those natural resources around you. For the DIY cards, in order to save
your budget, you may not use those gorgeous element in the cards such as bronzing, embossment !
But that doesnâ€™t mean your wedding invitations would be woebegone ! Take advantage of the
elements around you could better signify your unique artistic taste and making your cards exquisite
and charming ! For instance, in autumn, you can go outside picking some red maple leaves to add
them to your wedding cards so that the whole design would effusing a strong autumn feel .Similarly,
you could also cut the cardboard in a shape of snowflakes for winter wedding invitations ,this design
would be appreciate and graceful.
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